
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a sales marketing coordinator. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for sales marketing coordinator

Review and correct gifting receipts vs
Accurate CRS data entry and account maintenance
Disposition of all tours and non-tour information into the CRS System
Co-ordinate and develop the hotels’ online reputation including
This position will be responsible for adherence to all marketing budgets and
participate in monthly reviews of budgets actuals against plan
Assist the marketing dept with any administrative duties
Implement lead generation strategies and marketing for agent customers
leveraging products and services that will drive both retention of current
clients and acquisition of new clients
Support lead generation activities for each agent-customer
Conduct monthly coaching call with customer agents to assess monthly
results, determine effectiveness of plan developed as to results anticipated,
review what changes (if any) to original plan need to be made, coordinate any
additional research or training needs
Monitor strategy data base of all agent customers served to establish success
ratios for each strategy for use by any agent utilizing the Agent Marketing
Coordinator program to assess what program should be utilized by any agent

Qualifications for sales marketing coordinator

Ideal candidate will be digital savvy with background in digital

Example of Sales Marketing Coordinator Job
Description
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Familiarity or ability to learn content management systems, such as
Wordpress and Site Executive, knowledge of Google Analytics and AdWords,
familiarity with email marketing platforms such as a Constant Contact
Be proficient in typing skills so any correspondence (proposals, contracts,
form letters, internal forms, ) on a typewriter or computer can be performed
as needed
Maintain a friendly, caring and helpful attitude with clients, all Hotel
personnel
HSC and relevant office/business experience


